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Nocturnal Omissions is pleased to announce the release of the latest full-length album, Tempus
Destinatum. This thirteen-track offering explores the musicality of Vallen Daniels, (stage name and
formerly DJ Vallen), as he shares his intricate melodies, and unique instrumentation. The fifth album from
Nocturnal Omissions, Tempus Destinatum is proving to be the capitulation of many years of musical
wisdom, handwork, and self-exploration. As each track focuses on a main melodic theme, Daniels explores
the wondrous and mostly eerie sounds and harmonies in which to phrase new ideas and concepts while
always returning back to recapitulation to resolve the cadence.
In the style of EDM, Nocturnal Omissions borrow inspiration from Classic Rock, Industrial Rock, Darkwave,
Synthpop, Progressive Trance, Psybent, Ambient Rock, Chillwave, Hauntology, Minimal Techno,
Synthwave and Post-Rock. However, on Tempus Destinatum the focus is on Dysopic, Dark, lo-fi Chillwave
with Loft-beats.
As a world traveller, Vallen Daniels has based his operations in New York, San Francisco, Boston, and
Seattle as his American cities yet with a previous career travelling he has composed music all over this
planet.
During the global pandemic, Nocturnal Omissions has seen a spike in demand for back catalog material.
To meet this demand, Nocturnal Omissions have re-released the entire catalog of full-length releases,
including; Transientalism (originally recorded 2020), Ascendant Sea (2019), Aggravated Damaged (2008),
and Divine Atrocities (2006).
When asked to reflect on his music Vallen Daniels offers; “It's always been about creation, expression as
an individual, venting veiled feelings, hopefully growth, and avoiding stagnation which is death.” This
ability to create moving, inspiring, and challenging pieces of music has secured success tint he
instrumental EDM market.
Please join Nocturnal Omissions and experience all that is Tempus Destinatum on all major streaming
services.
Youtube Music - https://youtube.com/playlist?list=OLAK5uy_mN_sWNwtnwHLiqVXWOgG4cTUFnhYiaTI
Spotify Music- http://open.spotify.com/artist/4K1Sl6wPiQjxIjlgotmjco
Amazon Music - https://music.amazon.com/artists/B09C2PG4PN/nocturnal-omissions
Apple Music - https://music.apple.com/us/artist/nocturnal-omissions/1580147532

Please connect with Nocturnal Omissions: http://nocturnalomissionsmusic.weebly.com/
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